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HE archoeological visitor to tlie village of

Clynnog can hardly settle down to the

study of its interesting church without,

for a moment, at least, calling to mind
its environments. Standing at the

eastern end of the village, and looking

along the coast in the direction of Car-

narvon, the great earth camp at Dinas Dinlle breaks the

horizon ; and changing position to the westward, and

again looking over the sea, the peaks of The Rivals rise

cloudwise ; and he calls to mind that on one of their

spurs is to be seen the great camp of Tre Ceiri, built of

nothing but loose stones, and yet of unrivalled interest.

Then to the south the great Bwlch mountain, spotted with

its British dwellings, rears its broad flank ;
whilst further

southward along the river Llifne, which debouches into

Carnarvon bay within a short distance, another perfect

earth camp marks an abrupt turn in the river's course.

Near to this lies an overturned dolmen, whilst just out-

side the western end of the village there still stands the

holy well bearing the name of St. Beuno (see figs. 1

and 2) ; and within sight of this and nearer the sea is to

be seen the well-preserved dolmen whose cap-stone is

distinguished by its cup-markings (see fig. 3). These

and other objects go to make this village—which is

placed on the main road, midway between Carnarvon

and Pwllheli— as good a centre of interest to the lover of
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the past as could be selected ; and withal it is truly a

health resort, sharing the invigorating breezes both of

sea and mountain.

But the Church of St. Beuno, also placed in the midst

of the village, is the main object of note for these lines.

It is placed in the lap of the mountain to the south, near

to its foot ; and as seen from this mountain, with its hio-h

and massive ivy-covered tower, picturesque outline, and
surroundings of well-grown trees and buildings of the

Fig. I.— Holy Well, Clynno,

village, is indeed an important architectural feature
in the midst of a wide and open country (see figs. 4
and 5).

The nearer effect of the church itself is also largely in-

debted to its situation and surroundings : yet its breadth
of spread, height of wall, varied outline, capping of
a multitude of battlements, and the association of the
detached chapel to the south—its porches rising to the
full height of the church—and above all its commanding
though somewhat rude mass of tower, render its archi-
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tectnral enscmhle at once attractive and ini|)resRive (see

figs. 5 and G).

\n tlie A rclueologia Camhrensis the history of the

churcli may be seen. In tliis present ])a))er arcliitectural

notes are mainly aimed at. 'riiese also hav^e been made

in the Journal above named, more or less full, but not

exactly on the lines here set out.

Of the early history, we learn that the Church of Clyn-

noo- was founded by St. Beuno, who established here a

Fig. '2.— Holy Well, ClyniK

religious house, a.d. 616. The Carmelites or White
Monks had here an establishment ; they were, however,

suppressed in 1291. The church then consisted of five

prebendaries, and so continued until the Dissolution.

Leland says of it :
" The Church that is now ther with

Cross lies is almost as bigge as St. Davide's but it is of

new worke. The old Church wher St. Beunow liyth is

hard by the new."
This notion that the Chapel of St. Beuno, at the

south-west of the church, is older than the rest, still
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prevails in many quarters ; even to the extent tliat this

building, in its present state, goes as far back as the

foundation period. But, of course, this comes of mere

ignorance, and has no foundation in fact.

The plan of the church (see fig. 7) as it now exists, is

cruciform, without aisles, and having a nave ; transepts

extending across the nave with considerable projections

north and south of it ; chancel with vestry on its north

side, north porch and western tower. It has a priest's

Fig. 3.—Dolmen near Clynnog.

doorway on the south side of the chancel, and a blocked-

up doorway in each gable of the transepts. Also, north

and south doorways to the nave.

The vestry and north porch have each a store}' above

them : that over the vestry is approached by outside

steps on its west side ; that over the porch has an outside

doorway on its east face, and an inner doorway in the

nave wall of tlie church, but the upper floor is now absent.

In the east wall of the south transept there is, on the

inside, a doorway leading to a stair-turret, from which
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there is another doorway to the rood-loft, and a slit look-

ing to the chancel ; and, as at present used, this turret

leads across the leads of the cliurch to the turret at the

north-east angle of the to^er, the stairs to which start

at this level. The tower has a western entrance, and
1 8P8 9
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also a doorway in its south wall, to a passage leading to

the Chapel of St. Beniio. Tliis chapel is a simple parallelo-

gram ; and hesides a doorway from the passage between

Fig. C—N.atli ruic-h.

it and the tower of the church, it has a western external

doorway, and in its north-west corner a stair-turret,

entered from the inside, leading up to the parapet of

the roof

It will be noticed that tlie chapel does not lie parallel



Fig. 5. Church or St. Bkuno, from North-West.
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with the chuicli. Fanciful reasons miglit easily be a|)[)lied

to this peculia)'ity, hut practical requirements are enough

to justify the disposition of the building. First, the

skew of it leaves the south doorway of the church freer

and more open to view; then the line of the chapel does

not crowd the nave wall, as it would have done if it liad

been parallel with it. The position of the chapel is

nearest to the Saint's Holy Well, which lies to the south-

west of it, and its western door would be the nearest

Fig. 8.—Tlie Prebeuds' Stalls and Rood-screen, looking West.

point for approach from the well ; and j)ilgrims visiting

the chapel would get direct across to the church through

the passage connecting the chapel with the tower. This

holy well is said to have been one of a series between

Chester and Bardsey Island.

It is also to be noted that though the church is a cross

on plan, the central tower or lantern is entirely absent,

and the transepts form a great independent cross limb,

longer than the nave itself This is in touch with the

simplicity of the cross plan, which avoids the intricacies

of arcades, with their piers and arches, and at the same
92
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time accomplishes the provision of a great extent of

area. The simple cross plan is not uncommon in North

Wales, even for small churches.

1m''. !».— Tuwer Aicli.

Whatever might have heen the plan ot the original

monastic church, the present building was no^ doubt

erected for the accommodation ol the collegiate institu-

tion amalgamated with a parish church, and the special

chapel of the saintly founder. The original stalls of the
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prebends still exist in tlie chancel (see fig. 8), iuid the
doorways in the g-ables of each transe[)t indicate the
collegiate use ; whilst what may be called the western
galilee, with its two doorways, north and south, and
lower level leading by steps into the nave, marks tlie

" People's Church".

Across the chancel arch is the rood-loft and an elaborate

liifes

Fig.} 10.—East View.

screen (see fig. 8). The entrance to the loft still exists

in the east wall of the transept, and its floor at present

caps the screen. There is another screen of later date

across the tower arch, which of course might control the

use of the church in respect of visitors to the Saint's

shrine in the chapel (see fig. 9).

The dimensions of plan are considerable : chancel,

32 ft. G ins. by 2G ft. ; vestry, 14 ft. by S ft. ; transeptal
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Beui five-]io.

limb, 67 ft. 6 ins. by 25 ft.

9 ins. ; nave, 52 ft. by 27 ft.

1 in. ; tower, 1 7 ft. 9 ins.

by 15 ft. 1 in.; passage

between tower and chapel,

17 ft. 8 ins. by 7 ft. 3 ins.
;

chapel, 42 ft. by 24 ft.

The total length of the

interior, from the west

wall of the tower to the

east wall of the chancel, is

138 ft. 8 ins.

The internal height of

the walls from floor to

cornice is about 28 ft.,

and the tower from floor

to the ridge of its roof is

69 ft. 3 ins.

The chancel is lighted

by a large east window of

seven lights, two south

and one north window of

three lights each. The
transepts have each a five-

light window in the gable,

and one three-light win-

dow on the west and east

sides. The nave has two
windoAvs of three lights on

the south side, and one of

three lights on the north

side. The tower has one

three-light window over

the west doorway (see figs.

10, 11, 12 and 13). The
passage between the tower

and chapel has one small

single - light window on

each side (see figs. 13 and

15). The Chapel of St.

window at the east end (see
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fig. 14), and a small two-light window over the west
entrance (see fig. 16) ; also a three-light window on each

I' \ '^1 tilIt
" *

1 J-
'^ *!&.•* .ig

Fig. 13.—Tower aud Pa.ssage.

Fig. 14.—East End of Chapel.

flank, near to the east end, hoth of M'hich are now hlocked
up (see fig. 17). The vestry has a small single-light

window to the east (see fig. 1 8).
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Tlie only use of groining about the building is in the
vestiy, which has two bays of somewhat peculiar treat-
ment, the wall ribs on all sides being four-centred

; the
springers only of the vaulting ribs are of stone, the
remaining lengths being of wood (see fig. 18).

The passage between the tower and chapel is covered
with flat slabs of stone on corbelled projections from the
walls (see fig. 17).

#" *H .!,% '~y< „rx .

Fiy 1.1 —Passage from Tcjwer to Chapel.

The roofs are all of flat pitch, and covered with lead,

except that of the north porch which is of tiles. The
chancel has two bays, the transepts five, the nave five,

and St. Beuno's Chapel four. The only ancient roof is

that to the nave, which contrasts with the modern roofs

to their disadvantage. The design of its trusses is un-
common, but very effective. The floors of the church are
modern, but original in St. Beuno's Chapel, and formed
of irregular stone flags. The walls are plastered inside,

except those to the tower, St. Beuno's Ciiapel, and the
passage thereto.
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The chancel has its piscina and sedilia (see fig. 19) ;

also the orio-inal stalls and screen to the rood-loft (see

fig. 8), In its east wall is a recessed locker. The
transepts and nave are fitted with high-framed pews.

In the north-east corner of the chancel is a tahle-tonib

;

its covering stone bears the following inscription :

—

»i* HIC JACET WILLI
MUS GLYN DE LLIAR ARMIGER QUI
SEPULTUS FUIT VICESS
IMO SEPTIMO DIE MAII

ANNO DOMINI 1609

For the style of the lettering, see fig. 20.

Fi^. 16.—West Entrance of Chapel.

On the top a coat-of-anns is cut, and beneath it skull

and cross-bones, backed by ribbons and tassels. On the

front face is another coat-of-anns, and there is a third

coat on the west end.

On the east wall of the chancel, above the tomb just

described, is sculptured in relief, within a panel, a kneel-

ing figure in front of a corbelled book-rest, behind which
there are placed two male and ten female figures, repre-

senting the sons and daugliters of the memorialised

deceased. Beneath these there is an inscribed panel,

M'ith sunk letters, now very much perished (see fig. 22),

so that the inscription cannot be read with certainty, but
" body of William" is legible, and also " liobert had issue"
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" soiiiies and tenne dauo-l iters". The day of
burial named in this inscription does not appear to he the
same as on the tomb beneath, but the month and year
are the same : this inscription is in Eno-lish, that on the
tomb in Latin. Above tl»e tal)let there is a coat-of arms,
the same as that on the covering stone of the tomb. The
difference in the inscriptions seems to suggest tliat the
tablet and the tomb are not to the same person, though
it is generally understood that sucli is the case ; they
are, in fact, two complete memorials, whether to the
same person or not. In the transept, west of the chancel
arch, is another tomb, bearing on the covering stone the
following inscription :

—

SVB HOC TVMVLO
jacet corpvs geo
rgii twislton de
lleiar in comitatv
carnar'm film IOA
nis twisleton de
avla barlow in ag
ro eboriensis armi
geri qvi obiit 12"^°

DIE MAN AN° D^' 1667

/ETATIS SV/E 49

under which is a coat-of-arms, and at tlie foot occurs the
following further inscription ;

—

IN SPEM RESVRRECTIONIS
SVB HOC QUOQVE lACET CORPVS
MARI/E TWISTLETON VXORIS .

GEORGII TWISTLETON SVPRA :

DICTI FILI/E ET H/EREDIS GVLI :

ELMI GLYNNE DE LLVAR IN COMI :

TATV CARNARVON ARMIGERI
QV/E OBIIT OCTAVO DIE IVNII

ANNO DOMINI 1676

These letters, with lines between them, are all raised afid

are effective in character.

There is a number of inscribed memoiial brasses of
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modern date ; the earliest brass is on the east wall of the

transept on the north side, and has a tig-me with an

inscription underneath (see fig. 21).

Only one stone of St. Beuno's tomb now remains : it is

said to have stood in the middle of his chapel, and to

have been removed some years ago. The remaining

stone is of later date, and so, probably, was the whole of

the tomb : either coeval with or later than the chapel

itself.

The whole of the buildings are of Late Perpendicular

character, without much difterence of date, except the

Fig. 17.—Chajiel, North Side.

jambs to the arch between the nave and transept,

which are of a somewhat earlier period, and the

thickening of the walls there seems to point to an earlier

building. The chapel and passage to it, and the tower,

are probably later than the main building, the tracery of

their windows being without cusps, except in the small

two-light window over the west door of the chapel. The
tracery of the windows of the church generally is remark-

able for the smallness of the foliations next thespringing-

line. The upper stage of the tower is of somewhat later

date than the lower part.

All the buildings are without buttresses except at the

four angles of the tower ; the rakes of the gables are
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very flat. These features secure tlie noticeable effect ot

breadth, which prevails throughout in an unusual degree

for Perpendicular work.

The main feature of the church is its great size ; the

next, the presence of the large separate chapel of St.

Beuno. The masonry of the walling comprises the use

of massive stones at the quoins. Ashlar is used only in

the parapets, and the walling is of rubble of large size,

which in work of this class is unusual, and no doubt is

Fig. 18.—Vestry, looking East.

attributable to this material being at hand. Some

enormous foundation-stones appear in rather a rude

fashion above the ground line, both inside and outside

;

and they also contribute to the great boldness of the

architectural treatment throughout.

There are two bells in the tower, one dated 1G'J3 and

the other 1624, see %. 23. The framing to them was

renewed in the last century, and is inscribed with the

names of the vicar and churchwardens of the time. An
old bell-wheel and spindle are to be seen in the chapel.

On the south side of the churchyard is a typical example

of a simple Welsh lych-gate.
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Oil the vestry floor tliei'e lies wliat is known as " Cyft
Beuno", or the cliest of St. Beuno (see fig. 24). It is a
feature of touching interest, from its strangely primitive

appearance and look of long-continued decay. It is formed

Fig. 19.—TheChaiuil.

out of part of the trunk of a solid tree, the lid being simply

sawn from its natural position, and the chest dug out of

the solid. It is bound with iron straps and hinges, and

GLTNDrLLIAR
Vvj. -l').

has its locks and bolts all of the sim])lest make; but
the colours brought about by its dusty decay and worm-
eaten surfaces add to it a charm neither intended nor
looked for. Though in effect it has a very ancient look,

and though its rudeness of make and material lend them-
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Heere lyeth interred y bo^
oe >^luam gtynne the eudest

SONNE OF WlUJAM GtVNNfi OF
LisYAR m TE£ COYNtDE OF CaRNAR^

=yoN Gent and or Iat^ms wifehee

DEEARIED T^ LIFE f xTor SEPTENgER

AkNo Dm ids being aged ^yea^

Fig. 21.—Brass in North Transept.
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selves to the idea ofgreat age, there is no character about
its workmanship that warrants it as being placed at an
earlier date than the building itself. It is almost with a
sigh this is written, but what the work bespeaks for

DHy OFWlLLWt

^ ^mv
t Of MA?£ SN^K)jnomhi

% 609
Fior. 22.—Panel in Chancel,

itself must not be gainsaid. At Wimborne Minster there

is a good example ofa chest fashioned in the same manner
as this at Clynnog.

162 3
Fig. 23.

The font, though not specially striking, is, like most of

the other features, peculiar and uncommon. It has a

stone base and shaft, panelled, and an oak basin, also

panelled, and lined with lead, with an oak cover sur-

mounted by a cross.

There is in the possession of the vicar a very beautiful
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object, not often to be seen in connection with a churcli :

it is one of the class of mediteval drinking-bowls called

" mazers". It is now used for the purpose of collecting

the alms at the time of the ministration of the Holy Com-
munion. It is a bowl as nearly as possible 5 ins. in

diameter, and about 2 ins. in height ; the upper part is

of silver-gilt, and on the outside of this is an engraved

inscription in black letter in combination with very

beautiful foliage ; the lower part is of maple, now dark in

colour, and on the inside of this there stands a silver

circular pedestal, known as the " print", which is also

decorated by chasing. This cup is very highly prized,

and is probably of the date of the latter pai't of the

Fig. 24.—"Cyff Beuno."

Length, 3 ft. 9 ius. ; width of ends, 1 ft. 3 ius. ; entire height, 11 in.s.

tifteentli century. It is kept at the vicarage, and it is a

rare occurrence for the vicar to let it pass out of his

hands ; but at the visit of this Association in the autumn

of last year, members were granted full liberty to examine

it. See fig. 25.

Another object of perhaps more general interest than

even the precious " mazer" cup is kept in the church, and

it is the delight of the old lady caretaker to call constant

attention to it. But it is not specially of an ecclesiastical

purpose,and probably only remained in use during the time

that the floor of the church was cut u[) into little family

freeholds (so to speak), and when households^ assembled,

even down to their canine favourites, within the four

corners of these little curtained enclosures, as for family

and not congregational worship. But dogs are not to be

isus 1^
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depended upon for a Christian's behaviour, and in order

to secure the safe expulsion of the noisy or unruly animal,

an instrument called " dog tongs" was provided ; and an

example is shown at Clynnog of a form whereby a good

hold can be taken of the neck, whilst a strong pair of

hands could speedily help the offenders to the outside of

the door.

In 1857, as recorded in the panel over the west door of

the chapel, an extensive restoration took place under the

direction of the Diocesan Surveyor, Mr. Henry Kennedy,

of Bangor, and it is said that no less a sum than £9,000

was then spent over the fabric and its contents. More

Sketch Section of Ma^/;er

ivxiacat

Fig. 25.

than forty years have passed since this event, and the

work, which was then new, has by this time blended with

the old ; but it is still apparent that much of the stone-

work to the windows and doors, and also the roofs and
floors and glass, and many other works, were then

renewed : so that to a great extent the church of to-day

is not—in its details at least—the original building, and
the student of the structure has to be careful to discrimi-

nate between the real and restored workmanship. As an
example on this head, it may be noted that the chancel

stalls and their carvings are for the most part original,

and therefore in every sense genuine in style and
character; but, on the otiier hand, much of the work of
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the cbancel screen is of restoration date, and therefore
to this extent void of tlie spirit and interest which
attaches to the real work, though at first sii^dit the
imitation is not discernible.

At the ])resent time it cannot be said there is a murk
of negligence in the care of the fabric ; but certaiidy there
is a poverty-stricken air about it which does not seem to
accord with the importance of the building. Jt is said
that the leads of the main roof are very imperfect and
need repair. Some of the walls are overgrown too much
with old and abundant ivy, to the detriment of the
building itself. The walls of the tower swarm with bees,

on the roof of the north porch the bush of tlie black-
berry grows flourishingly, and in the autumn the enor-
mous and numerous slugs which cling to the southern
walls give a rank and damp look to the place. But the
only inconvenience which overcomes the visitor is the
determined persistence with which the caretaker kee|)S

the doors " keyed". She will never leave the church
unlocked, lest a loss of fee should befall her, and it would
seem that such fees form her only remuneration for her
work in and about the chui'ch. This is a plan certainly

not to be followed, unless the poverty of a parish posi-

tively obliges it. The kindness of the vicar to visitors is

unbounded, and no doubt he regrets any inconvenience
they may be 2^ut to by the strictly-observed rule of a
closed cliurch.

St. Beuno's Church is an attractive building, not only
to the tourist but to the eccJesiologist and to the archi-

tect. Its characteristics are remarkable : amongst them
the chief is perhaps its expression of extreme breadth of

effect, which in a building of its size and style is certainly

very uncommon.
Fig. 26 shows the building known as Abbot's Court,

where no doubt guests were entertained, as was the case

also wdiilst the house was used as an inn.

10-


